Invitation to

LATTICE 13

JULY 29 – AUGUST 03 2013

MAINZ, GERMANY
Mainz

- Roman origins
- state capital
- at confluence of Rhine and Main
- famous for its landmark cathedral
- Movable type was invented here
- home to Germany's
  - 7th largest university
  - best football club

© Moguntiner/de.wikipedia, licensed under CC-BY-SA 3.0 license
• established 1477, reestablished 1946

• Particle and Nuclear Physics awarded excellence cluster in 2012
- 36,000 students from 130 nations
- 4,150 faculty and staff in 150 institutes
- largest lecture hall (seats over 1,000) reserved for LAT'13
Mainz in the Rhein-Main region
The Rhein-Main region – convenient and accessible

Frankfurt Airport (FRA): ca.650 daily flights to 304 destinations in over 100 countries
Frankfurt Hahn (HHN): budget flights from/to numerous European destinations
The Rhein-Main region – pleasant and hospitable

Weather in July is typically very pleasant (24 °C / 75 °F) and mostly sunny, with a low probability of precipitation
The Rhein-Main region – tradition and future

Frankfurt: “Mainhattan”, European banking centre, museums...

Rhine Valley: UNESCO world heritage, medieval castles...

Many other interesting places in easy reach (Heidelberg...)
The Rhein-Main region – tasty and delicious

The wine region is famous for its great Riesling (and more)

Numerous local delicacies to go well with wine

Highly international region – highly international food scene
Excursions and touristic possibilities for every taste
The conference fee should not exceed €350 (conservatively estimated)

Local Organizing Committee:

Hartmut Wittig (chair)
Owe Philipsen (co-chair)
Georg von Hippel
Harvey Meyer
Felicia Ohl
Lorenz von Smekal
Carsten Urbach
Marc Vanderhaeghen
Marc Wagner

Organizing Institutions:

Current Sponsors (more to come):
Looking forward to seeing you here!
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